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T I T L E S

A N D  T H E Y  I M P O R T A N C E



Content is said to be the most important part of a blog post. 

That's where you should begin your writing journey. 

Quality one will build trust, make your existing client to rely 
on you and will ensure them that the purchase decision was 
right. 

It will also drive your potential client to come back, read the 
article till the bottom, buy your product or subscribe to the 
mailing lists.  
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Building content without a proper title is 
like winking at the girl in the dark - 
nobody else know what you are doing, 
except from you. 

32

Nearly 80% of the content created will be skipped on the 
average by your potential viewers. 

People tend to skip parts of the content or read only the 
above the fold items! 
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https://www.nngroup.com/articles/how-little-do-users-read/


What is more, most of your potential engagement in social 
media and clickthrough rate depends on the title, and the 
title only! 

Acm Sigmetrics funded a study, on which they analysed 
nearly 3 millions of social media posts with linked articles, 
and compared them with the the generated clicks, shares, 
retweets and traffic generated on the website that were 
hosting them. 

From the collected data they found out that there is 2.43x 
more article shares in general than the number of the 
article views on the blogs! 

So basically there is 59% chance that your article will be 
reposted based only on the headline! 

Only 41% of the articles were clicked (!) 

Combine it with the data from BuzzSumo, claiming that only 
around 25% of people read below the fold content based 
on 650k analyzed articles and you can come up with pretty 
shocking statistics. 

Basically only 10.3% of people interested in your article 
(click, like, share etc.) will read something more than a title 
and few words from headline! 

If 90% of people interact with your article only based on 
the title… I mean it’s not that hard to get it. ...
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C L I C K B A I T S

W H Y  D O  T H E Y  W O R K ?



Lot of people, including me for a long time, considered 
clickbait-style titles as low quality and spammy. 

That stopped many from being a part of that movement. 

This whole image of scammy sites full of emotional words, call 
to action messages, “doctors hate him, he found a way to ______ 
by doing this one simple trick” graphics… 

But that kind of headlines isn't spammy if they link to a valuable 
content. 

In the end we are just trying to show our hard work to people 
to help them out with everyday life or their jobs!
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Clickbait style titles and links started to gain popularity in 
spammers community because they simply worked! 

The point of those graphics or emotionally driven headings 
wasn’t to increase your brand awareness or to make 
someone revisit your site etc. That’s what the quality 
content is for. 

They are created only to drive users for this one single click! 

But those messages aren't something new. 

One of the first of its kind was John Caples - the marketer 
who used storytelling and a lead magnets to bring attention 
to the adverts in newspapers 

Emotionally driven messages tend to increase click rate and 
gives you better results. 
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That graphic was published in... 1927 (!) 

But the message included in it is timeless, and we can see 
nearly the same images across the web today. 

That's only because of people to which the message is 
addressed. 

Everyone like stories, those "weird tricks", and easy money. 

It's amazing to think that you can really follow one easy step
and get ahead in the game.  

That’s what good clickbait does. It provides hope. For people 
experiencing the worst economic meltdown of all time. 

It doesn’t lie or swindle or fool. The people behind the 
clickbait do that when their stuff sucks and can’t back up 
their claims. 
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There are 5 main title types.  

Number, Reader Addressing, How To, Normal and Question 

You will choose which one to use, depending on the content 
created and desired effect on viewers 
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#1 - Number
[#] [adjective] steps to [outcome] [adjective]

ex. 7 Easy Steps to Create Infographics Easily

Follow this [#] [adjective] rules and [outcome] 

ex. Follow this 12 secret rules and start making money on your blog

What [#] studies says about [topic] 

ex. What 10 Studies can Say about SaaS Marketing

[#] [adjective] ideas for [topic]

ex. 22 Beautifull Ideas for Mothers Day Gift

[#] little known secrets of [topic] 

ex. 3 Little Known Secrects of Succesfull Brand Marketers 

How to make [adjective] [topic] in under [#] minutes! 

ex. How to Make World-Class Lasagna in under 12 minutes!

Do this [#] [adjective] steps everyday and [topic] within a week! 
ex. Do this 5 Short Exercises Every Day and build your ABS within a week!

[#] Ways To Be [Adjective] When You Don’t [Verb] [Adjective] 
ex. 14 Ways To Become an Influencer When You Don't have Many Followers

[#] reasons to [topic] 

ex. 5 Reasons to Read for At Least 15 Minutes a Day 

[#] things I wish I know before [topic] 

ex. 9 Things I Wish I Knew Before Starting My First AdWords Campaign
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#2 - Reader Addressing
Forget the [noun], try [topic] 

ex. Forget Text Messages, Try Slack!

Dear [audience]! You are not [outcome] 

ex. Dear CEO! Your Are Not XYZ

Make your first [$] within [time period]! 

ex. Make Your First 1M $ Within One Year From Now!

Find your [topic] with our quiz! 

ex. Find Your Work Predispositions With Our Quiz!

Are you still [issue that you have solution for]? 

ex. Are You Still Publishing Your Posts Manually? 

Add this to your [product] to get [result] 

ex. Add this to Your CV and Get Up To 340% More Work Offers!

You can [action] [adjective] - just like [person]! 
ex. You Can Triple Your Views Easily - Just Like Casey Neistat!

Want to [outcome] ? 

ex. Want to Become a Racing Driver?

Is your [thing] [adjective] ? 

ex. Is Your New MacBook Already Outdated?

CTA 

ex. Take This 1-Minute Survey!
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#3 - How To?
How to write [adjective] [thing]? 

ex. How to Write a Killer Resume!

How to [action] and still be [valued trait] 

ex. How to be a Decisive Parent, and Still Be Cool to Your Kids

How to make your first [$]? 

ex. How to make Your First 1M $?

How to [topic] the right way? 

ex. How to Optimize Your Site for SEO the Right Way?

How I [topic] in [period]? 

ex. How I Boosted My Engagement by 250% in 2 months? 

How to [topic] that drives [result]? 

ex. How to Write Publications that Drives Sales?

How to [action] just like [person]? 
ex. How to Create Vlogs Just Like Jon Olson?

How to [risky business] and don't fail ? 
ex. How to Invest in Bitcoins and Don't Fail?

How to use [product] to stand out ? 

ex. How to Use Beautify Photo Editor to Stand Out?

How to achieve [company] level [results] ? 

ex. How to Achieve RedBull level Video Views?
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#4 - Question
More [action] equals better [outcome]? 

ex. More Posts = Better Engagement?

Think that [topic] is just for [niche]? Meet this [audience] who [denial]!  
ex. Think that SEO is Just For Online Business? This Local Farmer Disagree!

Think that [topic] is to complicated? We thought the same! 

ex. Think that Playing the Guitar is complicated? We thought the same!

[Audience]! Want some [outcome]? 

ex. Graphic Designers! Want to Catch New Freelance Jobs for Free?

Tired of [issue]? Just like us! 

ex. Tired of Boring Social Media Posts? Just Like Us! 

Will you help me [action] ? 

ex. Will You Help Me Fulfill My Dreams?

Want to become [adjective][person]? 
ex. Want to Become a Successful Entrepreneur?

Want to [outcome] ? 

ex. Want to Become a Racing Driver?

What kind of a [person] wears/do [your product]? 

ex. What Kind of a Gentelman Wears a Sport Watch?

Need more [outcome]? 
ex. Need More Creative Ideas?
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